In real world settings, designs are often improved gradually over time. Consequently, there exists knowledge from previously completed design exercises that can be leveraged in order to assist or augment future efforts. This contribution demonstrates the potential effectiveness of applying transfer learning (TL) ideas to facilitate knowledge transfer in the field of aircraft engine design. TL allows engineers to use data from past studies/analyses in order to improve the predictive performance of a surrogate model or reduce the amount of new simulation data that has to be generated. In the first demonstrative use case, where the source (previous study) and target (current study) datasets are sampled from the same engine but with partially overlapping input parameters, a simple combination of data results in improvements in predictive performance. In the second use case, where the two datasets are sampled from different engines, this strategy performs poorly (negative transfer) and a more adaptive technique is required. We propose a metaheuristic instance selection for transfer algorithm that has the best predictive accuracy among the methods compared here on both open source and real-world engine design datasets. 
I. Introduction
The modern day aircraft plays a significant role in today's society. It has facilitated substantial growth in important areas such as commerce, tourism, medicine and international politics. However, its design is an extremely complex multidisciplinary task that involves a host of interdependent systems. In particular, aircraft engines, which are meticulously designed to comform to strict safety standards and performance requirements, must often be tailored to a particular mission or application.
1 Despite these challenges, the industry has made great strides since the first successful flight by the Wright brothers in 1903. Fundamental properties such as drag, lift, and flight dynamics are well understood. With the development of powerful computational resources, modern design teams have moved away from highly labor intensive physical experimentation and the usage of analytical theory to solve engineering equations.
2 Instead, physics-based computer simulations of varying accuracies are utilized to significantly improve the design process. These simulations range from fast, low fidelity simulations (e.g. NPSS 3 ) that allow engineers to study the configuration of the engine, to high fidelity simulations (e.g. Computational Fluid Dynamics and Structural Mechanics) that provide more detail at the cost of computational resources.
However, despite these revolutionary advancements, the design process is still extremely time consuming, taking as much as six years from initial conception to product delivery. 4 This is due, in part, to its multidisciplinary nature and the heavy utilization of computationally expensive numerical simulations. To elaborate, the disciplinary analyses that model the behaviour of the aircraft engine are mutually interdependent, where one analysis requires as inputs, the outputs of another. Considering that a design optimization task may require several thousand evaluations to obtain a converged solution, the cost can quickly become prohibitive. To address this issue, regression algorithms or surrogate models (SM) have been used to approximate these simulations at a fraction of the computational cost. These models are constructed from data (e.g. simulation, experimental) and provide a cost effective alternative. Surrogate modelling and analysis is a well-researched field of study that has been reviewed in multiple publications, 5, 6 providing details such as hyperparameter learning, and data sampling procedures in addition to the methods themselves.
While notable performance gains have been achieved through the use of SMs, current methodologies generally consider only data generated for the target problem of interest, often overlooking other possible information sources. In real world settings, it is common for aircraft engine designs to be improved gradually over time, where each new design is a slight improvement over its predecessor. Consider, for instance, a comparison between the gasoline engine used in the first successful powered flight by the Wright brothers and the Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 engine powering the Boeing 787 Dreamliner. While at first glance, the transformation might seem dramatic, a closer inspection reveals over a century of incremental enhancements. As such, there exists large amounts of data generated for related designs that can be leveraged in order to improve the overall predictive accuracy of the SMs. This notion of knowledge transfer has largely been unexplored within the aerospace community and only briefly metioned by Valenzuela et al. 7 However, in the machine learning community, it is a well-explored field of study known as transfer learning (TL) 8 that has been successfully applied in various domains such as natural language processing, 9 and web-document classification.
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As illustrated in Figure 1 , with the widespread adoption of cloud computing platforms and modern communication technologies, future design environments could incorporate seamless storage and transfer of data and/or SMs across various temporally and geographically distributed design efforts. In such a system, large amounts of relevant data may become readily available, facilitating knowledge transfer as a means to improve surrogate modelling accuracy -leading to better designed machines. In this contribution, we aim to demonstrate the improvements that can be achieved in the design process of aircraft engines if we reuse previous data by leveraging ideas from TL. This is done by comparing the traditional SM approach with TL on two selected use cases built upon an open source engine simulator (Section II). The issue of negative transfer, where the transfer of knowledge results in poorer performance, is also discussed. As a possible solution, a novel adaptive TL algorithm, termed Metaheuristic Instance Selection for Transfer (MIST), will be presented (Section III). MIST will then be evaluated on the previous case studies, as well as on real-world engine design data. We finalize with conclusions in Section IV.
II. Numerical Examples in Transfer Learning
As defined in Pan and Yang, 8 "given a source domain D S and learning task T S , a target domain D T and learning task T T , transfer learning aims to help improve the learning of the target predictive function f T (.) in D T using the knowledge in D S and T S , where D S = D T , or T S = T T ." The first condition, D S = D T implies that the set of design parameters between the source and target problems are dissimilar i.e. X S = X T . In aircraft engine design, the two problems could consider different sets of parameters that vary in terms of number (of parameters) or context. The second condition, T S = T T , where a task is defined as T = {y, f (X)}, implies that either y S = y T , or f S (X S ) = f T (X T ). In the case of the former, this would be associated with an evaluation of different output variables (e.g. engine efficiency vs. weight). In the case of the latter, a difference in the predictive functions might occur if the source and target design problems are based on engine configurations that are dissimilar, e.g. Rolls Royce Trent 1000 vs. Rolls Royce Trent 900.
To demonstrate the potential effectiveness of incorporating TL into the engine design process, two example use cases will be presented. These scenarios are typically faced by design engineers performing initial evaluations of the feasibility of a new engine design concept. Due to the preliminary nature of their task and the expense of acquiring data, engineers aim to sample as few data points or instances as is required to build a SM of the engine in order to perform their analysis. To achieve this, the amount of data available from a previous analysis could be exploited. Let {(X T ), j = 1, ..., N T } be the target dataset (problem of interest) where y is the output, and
T ∈ R d T are the input parameters for the source and target datasets respectively. Here we set N S = 300 and N T = 20. The datasets are sampled, using a latin hypercube DOE procedure, from EngineSim v1.8a which is a NASA Glen Research Center designed open source simulator that models jet or turbine engines.
11 The data was rescaled to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The chosen SM technique that will be used for comparison is the Support Vector Regression (SVR).
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The Matlab implementation, fitrSVM 13 found in the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox, was used to generate the results. The two methods that will be compared are the SVR in the traditional sense, i.e. using only the target data, and Naïve-Transfer SVR (NT-SVR) which employs both the source and target datasets i.e. a concatenated dataset with 320 instances.
To approximate the generalization error of the methods, a Leave-One-Out Cross Validation (LOO-CV) scheme was used for all the methods in this paper. Specifically, for the traditional SM method, N T − 1 of the target dataset was used as a training set while the left out instance was used as a test case. This procedure was repeated N T times, leaving a different instance out each time. For a TL method (e.g. NT-SVR, MIST), a similar LOO-CV scheme was applied to the target, while as an added feature the source instances were incorporated during the SM training process. The error was calculated using the Root Mean Squared Error, Table 1 .
T is the output prediction.
II.A. Use Case 1
In Use Case 1 (UC1), both the target and source datasets are generated from the CF6 Turbofan Model. More generally, the parameters that define the configuration of this engine but are not varied or being studied (baseline parameters) are identical for both the source and target datasets. However, the source dataset was built with 5 input parameters while the target dataset has 6, i.e. X S = X T . In this use case, the 6th parameter was manually added into the source dataset and filled with the actual constant entered into the simulator, if available, or the mean of the 6th parameter in the target dataset. This use case simulates the scenario where the engineering team aims to expand upon a previous study and understand how a new parameter effects the outputs of interest. Table 1 shows the set of inputs for both source and target datasets. As illustrated in Figure 2 , NT-SVR is an improvement over SVR in UC1 for all but output 5 and 6 where they are approximately equivalent. This lack of improvement indicates that in some situations the addition of data does not improve the predictions. More generally, however, the overall result suggests that in a situation where the input-output functions between the source and target datasets are identical (i.e. identical engine configuration), even a simple combination of datasets can result in non-trivial improvements to the accuracy of predictions.
II.B. Use Case 2
In Use Case 2 (UC2), the target dataset was sampled from the CF6 Turbofan Model but the source dataset was sampled from a J85 Turbojet model. In UC2, different from UC1, the baseline parameters that describe the engine configuration are now different, i.e. f S (X) = f T (X). It is possible for some of these baseline parameters to not be present in the simulator at all. This use case simulates the scenario where the engineering team aims to utilize data from a different, but still related, engine type in order to improve their model accuracy -perhaps because a more similar dataset is unavailable. The input parameters that are being varied are shown in Table 1 . It should be noted that a difference in simulator version between the source and target datatsets (e.g. EngineSim v1.8a vs EngineSim v1.0) would also be categorized under UC2.
As shown in Figure 2 , the results of NT-SVR are now, generally, worse than SVR. This may be explained by the observation that for different aircraft engine types, their associated response surfaces (mapping input parameters to the output space) may be less complementary. This effect is known in the field of TL as negative transfer -a situation where the transfer of knowledge leads to poorer performance. This is a problem that must be looked out for when utilizing TL techniques.
III. Instance-Selection in Transfer learning
Based on our observations so far, a plain reuse of the whole source simulation dataset can be beneficial for aircraft engine design scenarios (UC1). That is not the case for any task though, and such an aggressive strategy can even become harmful (UC2). Indeed, in the context of TL, negative transfer may occur if there is no similarity between the available knowledge from source and target domains, or if the TL method fails to exploit the existing similarity. Most TL methods however build upon the implicit assumption that the source domain is relevant to the target domain in a certain sense. 8 Hence, there is a need for approaches that are capable of adapting the source knowledge to be reused by the TL method to the problem at hand. This has been acknowledged to be a critical issue in order to avoid negative transfer.
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We propose a strategy based on explicit instances (simulations) selection from the source dataset and the rescaling of the selected subset, in the aim of achieving an optimal subset of simulations that is in tune with the relevance assumption of the TL method. For example, if we rely on a combination of source and target data, we seek a source data subset and a rescaling that, together with the target dataset, will form a representative sample from the target distribution. We would expect such a sample to help the learning method in building the surrogate model. Notice that if the optimal subset is empty, then the source data is completely irrelevant for the TL method and therefore no transfer should take place.
In practical scenarios, important information on how the source data was captured, like the normalization, may be unavailable (e.g., data was generated by another team, or it is historical data). This may greatly impact the relevance of the dataset even if source and target domains are related, and therefore finding an optimal rescaling makes sense. However, this step also augments the computational burden of the optimization process and in some scenarios may be deemed unneeded. For this reason, we make the source data rescaling module an optional functionality of our approach.
Since our objective is to make the most of the predictive performance, to evaluate a candidate source subset (and rescaling) we will run the TL method at hand. This dependence on the TL method implies that the objective function of our optimization problem may vary significantly. Furthermore, if the predictive behavior of the method is unclear, then the properties of the function may be unknown. Additionally, the size of the search space is 2
Ns , which is expected to be large in practical TL problems as we assume that there will be a good amount of source data. Our MIST strategy relies on metaheuristics to address this optimization problem. This type of algorithms have been shown to be effective approximation methods in ill-defined optimization scenarios like the one we are facing here. 15 Next, we provide more details on MIST.
III.A. Details about the MIST Algorithm
Although we can in principle use any metaheuristic approach, for the current implementation we have chosen a variant of the Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (UMDA), a well-known Estimation of Distribution Algorithm. 15 A candidate solution in the UMDA consists of an array {Z (1) , ..., Z (N S ) } where Z (i) defines if the source instance i is selected (Z (i) = 1) or otherwise (Z (i) = 0). The selection of a particular source instance is influenced by the univariate probability vector, V = {V (1) , ..., V (N S ) }, which represents the frequency of use of the source instances within the population of solutions. For example, V (i) would be Algorithm 1 MIST Pseudocode Initialize and Evaluate population, and store it in Current P op. while stopping conditions are not satisfied do Calculate V (Univariate probability vector w.r.t. Current P op) for (i = 1 to N pop ) do Rand V ec = randomly initialized (between 0 and 1) array of length N s. Table 1 .
given a value of 0.5 if 50% of the solutions within the population has selected the Z (i) data point. When generating a new candidate solution, the Z (i) instance will be selected if a random number, ranging from 0 to 1, is smaller than V (i) . Algorithm 1 describes the whole procedure. The user is required to specify the population size N pop , which describes the number of solutions in each generation or iteration, and a stopping criterion. The initialization of the candidate solutions seeks to maximize the diversity in the population, i.e. some candidate solutions will have a small percentage of selected source instances while others will have a larger percentage. The evaluation of a candidate solution consisted of estimating the generalization error (via RMSE) of the TL method at hand by means of a nested k-fold cross validation step applied to the target training set. Note that, for each fold of the target training set, the selected source data subset is incorporated into the SM training process. Finally, after the (sub)optimal subset of source instances (and their rescaling) is identified, the final model can be built using the TL method at hand.
III.B. Experiments
We first evaluate the MIST strategy on the UC2 from Section II.B, and then on the same type of use case but with real-world engine data. In all the experiments, the stopping criterion is set to a maximum of 100 generations, the population size is N pop = 50, and a 3-fold cross validation is performed in the evaluations.
III.B.1. Results on EngineSim Data
As a first study in the controlled (artificially generated) conditions of UC2, we consider the case where the rescaling module is deactivated in the MIST. The RMSE comparison between the three methods is shown in Figure 3 . In all outputs the MIST algorithm described above was able to outperform SVR by 8-18% and NT-SVR by 6-24%. The variation in the improvements can be attributed to the similarities between the source and target data for each output. The more similar the input-output functional relationship is between the source and target datasets, the more instances that can be found that will improve the performance.
The left column of Figure 4 shows the evolution of the RMSE value of output 1 (top) and output 2 (bottom) for 5 different sets of data. We observe that the RMSE rapidly decreases and levels off after approximately 50 generations for output 1 and 70 generations for output 2, after which the changes are relatively small. The minimum RMSE value differs depending on the combination of training and testing data. The right column of Figure 4 shows the percentage of source data for the best solution of each generation for output 1 (top) and 2 (bottom). Initially, the best solutions from the initial population tend to have a lower percentage of source data. However, as the population of candidate solutions evolve, the algorithm finds larger percentages of source data with more appropriate combinations to be more suitable. It should be noted that as the initial population of solutions contain a wide range of subset sizes (to maximize diversity), these results highlight the importance of the chosen set of data points and their interactions, rather than merely its size. It is interesting, however, that the percentage does not increase further than about 50% for output 1 and 40% for output 2 which could provide a rough indicator of the relatedness between source and target datasets. Note that the trends shown in this figure are roughly representative of the other outputs.
III.B.2. Results on Real World Data
In order to further explore the applicability of MIST, the strategy was tested on a real world dataset provided by Rolls-Royce that falls under the categorization of UC2. This pair of datasets was sampled using a latin hypercube DOE procedure from two different engines where N S = 274 and N T = 100. Both datasets have the same 5 input parameters and 6 outputs. Due to the proprietary nature of the data, further details will not be described here. A 10-fold cross validation procedure was used to approximate the generalization error.
As is typically the case with many real world datasets, the source and target datasets were normalized separately, and details regarding the similarity between source and target datasets were unavailable. It is due to these factors that we have chosen to activate the rescaling module in order to obtain better predictive performance. Specifically, the subset of the source dataset selected by MIST was rescaled as follows: y S,R = m × y S + c, where y S,R is the rescaled output, and m, c are parameters found using a simplex optimization algorithm. As is shown in Figure 5 , the significant difference between the performance of SVR and NT-SVR is a further indication that a more rigorous and adaptive approach is required. Note that this disparity is much larger than was observed in UC2 on EngineSim data (Figure 3) . The results of MIST (with rescaling) is shown in the orange bars (far right of each output) of Figure 5 . We observe that MIST outperforms SVR for every output by 3-72% and NT-SVR by 90-99%.
IV. Conclusion
In this contribution, the potential benefits of utilizing TL ideas in order to improve the design process was presented. Specifically, such ideas allows engineers to reduce the amount of data that would need to be sampled from the expensive physics-based simulators in order to build an accurate SM by leveraging data from previous analysis/studies.
Two use cases were presented to illustrate the benefits of TL. In UC1, where the source and target datasets are sampled from essentially the same engine configuration, a simple combination of datasets (NT-SVR) resulted in improvements in the predictive performance relative to the traditional SM method, SVR. In UC2, where the source and target are sampled from different engine configurations, this simple technique is no longer sufficient and negative transfer is observed. A more robust technique termed Meta-Heuristics for Instance Selection for Transfer (MIST) is presented that identifies the subset of source data that would minimize the predictive error. Using this technique on UC2 resulted in an improvement of 8-18% over traditional SVR, and 6-24% over NT-SVR. Trends of the percentage of source data for the best solution of each generation indicated that the algorithm found the optimal percentage to be relatively small which provides some indication of relatedness between the source and target datasets. Finally, on a real world dataset provided by Rolls-Royce categorized under UC2, MIST (with the rescaling module) improved upon traditional SVR by 3-72% and NT-SVR by 90-99%.
As future work, the applicability of the proposed MIST strategy will continue to be explored. TL is a rapidly developing field where various algorithms with different strengths and weaknesses have been developed. Proper selection and design of these techniques could help the aerospace industry make significant strides towards building more robust machines.
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